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Stairway to Heaven: A Rockland Garden
by Bliss McCord

Do you remember the magical moment in “The Wizard
of Oz” when the whirling house plops down in Oz and
Dorothy opens her gray farmhouse door to an amazing Technicolor world? Well, with perhaps a little
hyperbole, that was how I felt as I wound my way
down the steep steps
to the hidden garden
of Mike Rudie and
Jean Lewis last fall.

was on the 2006 Maryland House and Garden Pilgrimage, has undergone a metamorphosis over the years.
Mike, a middle school math teacher and the gardener
in the family, has spent much of his spare time satisfying a passion for trees and gardening by imagining
and transforming this outdoor space. About the only
remaining vestige of the old
garden, he says,
is fiddlehead
ferns.
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Access to the
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historic Rockcorner of Falls and
land houses is
Old Court Roads in
via a rear road
one of the original
parallel to Falls
Rockland homes for
Road; residents
14 years. You may
and visitors
not know them, but
must park in an
you surely know
area high above
their house. Their
and behind the
front yard is chockhomes. What
a-block with vivid
makes the Rudie
flowers that wave to
garden memoyou from the corner.
rable is that draThe day I visited, a
matic change in
A
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in
repose
Photo
courtesy
Jessica
Paffenbarger
cheerful grandstand
grade. The casual
of sunflowers greeted
stone stairway
me. While the colorthat winds down
ful flowers brought
the
steep
slope
solves
the
problem
of
the transition
a smile to my face, the owners hope they will also
from
high
to
low
and
also
charmingly
sets
the stage
provide food for birds. In winter as the garden sleeps,
for
what
lies
below.
Those
same
steps
are
also
the
the house shows off its wonderful stony architecture
only
way
to
transport
garden
and
other
equipment
without competition. In early spring masses of bulbs
down to grade. Imagine having to hand-carry buckets
begin the yearly show and, in no time, the corner is
of mulch, shrubs and all the other necessary material
awash in the rich interplay of red Flanders poppies
down those steps!
and deep blue bachelor buttons, native columbine
At the top of the steps is a gorgeous paperbark maple
and coreopsis. By late spring baptisia, gaura and
with a bed of gooseneck loosestrife. Lining the path
Asiatic lilies are in full bloom. Summer’s progression
and hillside are perennials – hosta, shrub-form crypgoes something like this: roses, yarrow, bee balm,
tomeria, Lenten rose, hardy geranium, sweet woodfalse sunflower, blackberry lily and crocosmia. By late
ruff, native forget-me-not, false indigo and dwarf
July the chest-high multicolored zinnias have kicked
Korean boxwood to name just a few. As you descend,
in and then along come those sunflowers and costhe garden below is gradually revealed. This idea of
mos. According to Mike, those plants tend to domicreating a sense of mystery, leading the visitor in
nate for the rest of the summer and fall, sometimes
a meandering line, is a classic technique of garden
crowding out more demure blooms.
design. Halfway down, past an American beech, the
There is more to the Rudie garden than meets the eye
of the passing motorist. This little-known gem, which
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Bare Hills Business
Community Happy Hour

Laura Burden of Pepe’s catering department lays out
the food for the event
Photo courtesy Nettie Washburn

Michael Weinfeld (Kittredge Properties), RRLRAIA Board member Jeffrey Budnitz and
Owen Rouse of Manekin, LLC Photo courtesy Nettie Washburn

by Kelley Keener

An important goal of our Community Plan 2010 is to promote
relationships between residential and business communities as a
way of enhancing a sense of community. On November 11, 2014,
RRLRAIA and Continental Realty Corporation sponsored our second
annual Bare Hills Business Community Happy Hour. The event was
graciously hosted by Bob, Susie and Martin Gibbs of Cox Kitchens
and Baths in their beautifully appointed showrooms at 6322 Falls
Road. The spot was perfect for the event. The food was contributed by Pepe’s Pizza, 6081 Falls Road. Their catering manager, Laura
Burden, showcased a delicious array of their fare that was creatively displayed throughout the kitchen and bath showrooms. In
spite of an evening of heavy rain, a significant number of Board
members, area business people and neighbors turned out. Great
conversation and delectable food made for a good time for all!

Bob and Susie Gibbs and son Martin (Cox Kitchens and
Baths) Photo courtesy Nettie Washburn
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RRLRAIA Board members Anne Rouse (L) and Kelley
Keener helped plan the event Photo courtesy Nettie Washburn

RRLRAIA Board member Elise Butler, Mark Schlossberg (ProLawnPlus) and Kevin Mullinary
(The Davey Tree Expert) Photo courtesy Nettie Washburn

Holiday Party in the Woods
by Kelley Keener

Although the temperatures outside now bring thoughts of lazy
sunny days, let it not be said that the Annual Holiday Party in the
Woods, held this past winter on Saturday, December 20, didn’t
inspire warm
thoughts and
hearts too. The old
Rugby Field was
filled with joyous
noise as neighbors
and young families
enjoyed grilled hot
dogs, hot chocolate, apple cider
and cookies. The
weather cooperated, the bonfire
was spectacular

Making wishes come true

Revelers Pierce Washburn, Emily Washburne, Emily Bermen,
Will
Washburn, Nate Vandiver, Reid Anderson, and Abbey Rapuano

Photo courtesy Nettie Washburn

Photo courtesy Nettie

Washburn

and the caroling put everyone in the
Christmas spirit. As always, Santa
was the main attraction for the little
ones. A siren announced his arrival
as the fire engine “sleigh” pulled
onto the field. Children lined up to
tell him of their dreams and wishes.
This night is always special for those
who attend and this year’s event did
not disappoint!
RRLRAIA Board member Thomas
Brown gets into the spirit

The neighborhood stays warm

Photo courtesy Nettie Washburn

Photo courtesy Peggy Squitieri

RRLRAIA Board member Carlton Sexton and Jenny Washburne holding
their hotdogs Photo courtesy Nettie Washburn

RRLRAIA Board members Jeffrey Budnitz, Michael Muldowney and Carlton
Sexton, and Ranger Jonathan Wood staying warm after setting up
Photo courtesy Peggy Squitieri
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Robert’s Park Rangers
by Nancy Worden Horst
Growing up in a log cabin near a lake in New Jersey didn’t preordain Ranger Bart Viguers for a career as a ranger in Robert E. Lee
Park, but it clearly had an effect. Bart spent time fishing, boating
and playing outside every day. And
he loved being outdoors, “hanging out with all types of critters
and playing in the dirt.” It turns
out that those childhood activities
were the building blocks of “a future
involving nature and wildlife. We
didn’t have rangers in South Jersey,
so I was thrilled to discover that the
college I attended had a program in
outdoor recreation. When I discovered the job of a ranger, I knew it
was right.”
A Bachelor of Science degree in Outdoor Recreation led to such jobs as
ski and snowboard instructor, bicycle
technician, adventure camp counselor and ranger in Baltimore City
and Montgomery County and, finally,
Naturalist at Marshy Point Nature

Center before being chosen as a ranger for Baltimore County’s newest regional/historical park in 2011.
Ask Ranger Melissa Tillary, who grew up near Gaithersburg, how
she decided to become a ranger and she answers, “Sometimes it
feels like the field chose me!” Her love of wildlife was apparent
in her teens when she “volunteered as a wildlife rehabilitator at
Second Chance Wildlife Center as an exhibit interpreter and an
animal behavior monitor with the
National Zoo.” Seeking out similar
opportunities in the Baltimore
area, she became a naturalist
at Oregon Ridge Park and then
followed her supervisor, Shannon
Davis, to Robert E. Lee Park.

Ranger Bart Viguers enthusiastically shares a laugh with kayakers after
demonstrating the correct paddle stroke Photo courtesy Bart Viguers

A college degree in studio art
and theatre may not seem like a
direct career path, “but you might
be surprised how often those
skills come in handy as a ranger,”
she says. After completing the
Maryland Master Naturalist course,
“which was like a crash course in
local ecology,” Melissa became a
ranger in 2012.

Bart and Melissa are enthusiastic
about their jobs, especially when
they are educating people about
nature and the environment and all the fun activities that can be
enjoyed outdoors. Bart says he enjoys “sharing a couple of facts
about, say, a bird that just flew by and then watching people get
so excited to learn that new fact, almost as if I am doing a miniprogram on
the spot.”
“Even
better,”
he says,
“is when a
Park patron
hits me
with a cool
fact about
that same
bird that I
didn’t know.
I probably learn
something
new every
Class participants show off their home-grown bamboo wind
day.” Mechimes as Ranger Bart Viguers, bearded for the winter,
lissa likes
admires their efforts Photo courtesy Bart Viguers
to introduce
people to
some of the animals cared for at the ranger station. “I love seeing
people of all ages express their curiosity when they see wildlife up
close or befriend an animal they expected to be frightening – usually our snake or cockroaches!”
“There is no such thing as a typical day as a ranger,” according
to Bart. “Every day is different and you never know what is going
to surprise you on any given day. The winter is a good time for
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the Park, as it’s the ideal time to see many species of birds. In
chilly weather, you might even see ‘steam fog’ rising from the dam
early in the morning.”

Volunteer!
“Our volunteers are a big asset to the [Robert E. Lee] Park,”
says Ranger Bart Viguers. “They put in so much of their time
and energy to make this Park the best it can be. We couldn’t
do it without them. We have developed a program called the
Habitat and Trail Team, a group of volunteers who perform
various projects including downed tree removal, clearing invasive plants, bridge and walkway repair and trash removal. This
team is open to the public and meets the second Saturday of
each month” from, 9 a.m. to 12 p.m.
Ranger Melissa Tillery adds: “I’m especially thankful for the
volunteers who help us with those programs and allow everything to run smoothly. Volunteers are especially important for
our most popular programs, which often require a lot of set-up
and clean-up, but they’re also essential to our maintenance
projects – the beauty of our trails is in large part due to the
hard work of our Habitat and Trail volunteers.”
For more information about how to volunteer, visit http://
RELPNC.org and go to ‘Committees’ for contact information.
us to work on Park projects. For example, right now I am working
on routing trail signs for the back trails.” During the more hectic
summer season there are more people visiting the Park. “You may
find a ranger teaching a summer camp, running a boating program
or even directing traffic to our larger adjunct parking lot by the
light rail,” adds Bart.

Ranger Melissa Tillery clears the main trail in
the Park Photo courtesy Melissa Tillery

Bart, who frequently
commutes by bike to the
light rail Hamburg stop
and then into the Park,
divides his time between
“helping people, answering questions, talking to
families and keeping the
people safe.” Since the
Park is open from sunrise
to sunset, a ranger’s
first duty is to unlock
the Park gates and do
a “quick sweep through
the main sections of
the Park” (often on his
bike). When he is closing
the Park, he “rounds
up the people and gets
them out safely, locking
the gates behind me.”

Melissa says that,
between opening and closing the Park, “we patrol the walkways
and trails to ensure cleanliness, safety and overall health of the
Park. In our first or last round of the day, we might [see] wildlife activity such as beaver construction or a flock of migratory
birds [or spot] safety concerns such as icy patches or fallen trees.
Although I’m not typically a morning person, I do love sunrise in

Both Melissa and Bart like the camaraderie of their fellow rangers – Bart describes them as “a wonderful group of people to work
with” who make “coming to work much more enjoyable.” “I look
forward to learning new things about ecology and Maryland’s history from both my fellow rangers and from visitors to the Park,”
Melissa adds.
But there are difficult parts to the job as well. “The hardest part
about my job is seeing litter every day, even after I picked it all
up the day before. It just keeps coming back,” opines Bart. ”My
least favorite aspect of the job would have to be issuing citations,” says Melissa, “although I’m always grateful to hear from
visitors how much of an improvement our team of rangers has
made toward their enjoyment of the Park.”
The rangers frequently field questions such as “Do you have trail
maps?”or “Where are the bathrooms?” and “What programs do you
offer?” The answer to the latter is that there are many programs to
appeal to a wide variety of ages and interests.
Melissa says “Winter is the Park’s quietest time of the year. We
spend winter taking inventory of our program supplies, removing
invasive plants before they begin to bloom and preparing for our
busy season. In summer, I spend a lot of time planning and leading summer camps [and] weekend and after-school programs.” She
adds, “The kids who attend our programs are my biggest source of

Have You Seen This Bug?
The Emerald Ash Borer is responsible for the destruction of
up to 200 million ash trees in the U.S. and the numbers are
expected to keep rising. In other words, time is critical with
this pest. Contact your local Davey arborist for a property
inspection and recommendations for EAB management.
· Tree & Shrub Pruning · Removal · Certified Arborists
· Fertilization · Lawn Care· Free Consultations
· MD Lic. Tree Experts #767, #046

Greater Baltimore

410-377-4002
www.davey.com
Photo credit: Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources - Forestry Archive, Bugwood.org
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sense of accomplishment and watching their excitement over what
they have experienced is priceless,” adds Bart.

Robert’s Park Rangers
inspiration when I plan activities in the
Park. Our campers in particular…teach
me new games (sometimes of their own
invention) and share their interests and
hobbies.”

“We have some fantastic programs planned for
the spring such as Bamboo Wind Chimes, Flashlight Egg Hunt, Natural Egg Dyeing, Spring Break
Camp, Project Clean Stream, Earth Day Celebration
& Clean-Up, Spring Wildflower Walk, Native Plant
Sale and Something to Croak About plus we host a
Maryland Master Naturalist Course” enthuses Bart.
“You can find our programs on our website at www.
roberteleepark.org.”

Putting an educational or nature-themed
spin on the kids’ favorite games and sharing what is unique to Maryland and the
Lake Roland area “is a big hit,” according
to Melissa, who also enjoys sharing her
passion for some of her favorite creatures
via “a snake-themed program during
which participants will have the chance
to meet some friendly serpents.”
When he plans programs, Bart “think(s)
of what I love to do and…then try to
imagine a way that I can get the public
excited too. Some of the programs I run
are the canoeing and kayaking tours,
hiking the serpentine, geocaching, night
hikes and bamboo wind chime making.
Teaching someone what you love to do
and seeing them react in a way that they
are even more excited than I am is what
it’s all about. Helping someone get that

Bart’s expertise with a camera is well known to
readers of this newsletter. His lens can capture
a gossamer spider web glistening with dew or
make a reptilian face seem almost human. So it
is not surprising that he spends time perfecting
this avocation. But when he is not working, he
is “usually doing some type of outdoor activity,
such as mountain biking, rock climbing, running,
fishing, geocaching, boating, snowboarding, taking
pictures and, most important, spending time with
my family and friends.”
Ever the artist, Melissa says, “Wildlife illustration
and comic book art are some of my favorite hobbies. I’m also a member of the Baltimore Gamer
Symphony Orchestra, a community group that plays
full orchestral arrangements of music from video
games. And, of course, I spend a lot of time caring
for, and training, my own animals at home – I have two parrots:
one cockatiel and one African Grey.”

Ranger Melissa Tillery holds Cornelia, a red
albino corn snake
Photo courtesy Melissa Tillery

“Sunrise is a special time at Robert E. Lee Park,” according to
Ranger Bart. “The birds are chirping and the sun is slowly poking
through the trees. This is my favorite time of day – peaceful, quiet
and relaxing.” He adds “I highly recommend winding down and
ending your day at Robert E. Lee Park at sunset. You never know
what type of colors you will see in the sky and reflecting off of
Lake Roland as the sun sets behind the tree line.”

KEEPING THE NEIGHBORHOOD DELICIOUS
From great eats to sweet treats, Eddie’s has a unique selection
of tastes from the region and beyond. It’s the flavor with flair
that neighborhood families have savored for generations.

OUTSTANDING SERVICE • PERSONAL SHOPPING
GOURMET TO GO • DELIVERY • CATERING
5113 Roland Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21210
410-323-3656
Mon-Sat 8-7, Sun 9-6

6213 N. Charles Street
Baltimore, MD 21212
410-377-8040
Mon-Sat 8-8, Sun 9-7

BALTIMORE’S GOURMET GROCER
• SINCE 1944 •
E D DI E S O F R O L A N DPA R K .C O M
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Dues Reminder!
Our new Membership Directory will shortly be mailed
to those whose 2015 dues have been paid. If you
have already paid your 2015 dues, thank you! If not,
please send them in so you can receive a copy of
the Directory. Plus, if you provide us with your email
address you will receive notices about upcoming
events as well as other information you may find
useful. Please send your check, payable to RRLRAIA
($75 or $140 for two years), to RRLRAIA, P. O. Box
204, Riderwood, MD 21139. You can also pay via
PayPal from our website (www.rrlraia.
org). Thank you for your support!

